Serial ischaemic episodes
Aggressive course

LDL-C goal
mg/dL (mmol/L)

<70 (1.8)

<55 (1.4)

<70 (1.8)

<55 (1.4)

<40 (1.0)

SCORE 5–10%
Het FH no CVD

SCORE >10%
Het FH with CVD

+ DM with target organ damage

+ CKD eGFR 30–59 mL/min

+ CKD eGFR <30 mL/min

Stable CVD

LDL-C >190 (4.9)

BP >180/110

Very high-risk
Secondary prevention/high SCORE

Very high-risk
Recent previous CVD event

All patients should also achieve a ≥50% reduction in LDL-C relative to a measured or predicted off-treatment level.